Acdelco 2173029

This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Replace Faulty Fuel Injector.
AcDelco Box. Review Photo below for guidance. If you are still unsure of the product you need,
are unsure of what the part notes mean or do not see a compatible one for your vehicle, feel free
to message or call us with the item number located where the yellow arrow is pointing and we
will be more than glad to assist you with locating the correct part. Replaces the Following Part
Numbers. Fits the Following Vehicles. Powered by Herko WebApp. Truck had a misfire for
months determined it was injectors. Installed these acdelco injectors and now my truck is like a
whole other animal it idles better runs great and most of all no misfire. I recommend this
product. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: e-herko. Really brought my truck back
to life, old junk spyder CPFI was tired and faulty as usual leaning out the truck or dumping fuel
uncontrollably. Brought the truck back to a healthy point, old 5. It's the best part out there and
the price you can't beat. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: alanisdeals. Installed it
an works amazing way better than stock better performance and smooth idle too. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. New
Genuine GM Yukon 5. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to
Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated
Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information e-herko
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine
See details. Item location:. Miami, Florida, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for
your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We
were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with
this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This
part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching
this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have
been provided by e-herko. EAN: Shop Categories. Subscribe NewsLetter. Add our store in to
your favourites and recieve our exclusive emails about new items and special promotions.
Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 8 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 8. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 6 reviews. Great product
Truck had a misfire for months determined it was injectors. X Previous image. Ac delco is the
best part made. Ac Delco fuel injectors Installed it an works amazing way better than stock
better performance and smooth idle too X Previous image. Works great. Why is this review
inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item
in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what
is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in
non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional
description. Recent review Well unfortunately I don't see an increase yet Would admit I've been

driving my Tahoe everyday with the AC on Could be true just that maybe they had a problem
with the original CSFI poppet unit I'm not saying that the MPFI is a bad unit. I just don't see an
MPG increase yet Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. I was getting number Six cylinder
misfire, compression is good on the cylinder so I decided to order this new fuel injection, was a
good choice price is good.. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. I bought this product
about 6 months ago to replace the old problematic poppet style injector and with , miles made
my truck run like new you can't even feel it running its that smooth It also gave the truck a little
more power and better gas mileage if your spider injector is bad I highly recommend you spend
the extra money and buy this updated spider injection instead of the old style replacement.
Arrived within two weeks from Canada. Part was exactly as listed new. Came with gaskets and
bracket. Pay close attention to injector install procedure included with the kit! Will buy again.
Great up date for your engine comes with gaskets and new hold down. Made the old 96 5. Skip
to main content. The listing you're looking for has ended. View original item. Sell one like this.
We found something similar. About this product. New other. Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest
price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original
packaging where packaging is applicable. Fuel Injector Kit. Fuel Injector Quantity. Fuel Injector
Type. Fuel Injectors Included. Money Back. Part Numbers. See all 9 brand new listings. Buy It
Now. Add to cart. About this product Product Identifiers Brand. Show More Show Less. New
New. See all 11 - All listings for this product. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant
reviews See all 37 reviews. I'm back Replace fuel injection I was getting number Six cylinder
misfire, compression is good on the cylinder so I decided to order this new fuel injection, was a
good choice price is good.. Thanks Verified purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. Made my
truck run better than new I bought this product about 6 months ago to replace the old
problematic poppet style injector and with , miles made my truck run like new you can't even
feel it running its that smooth It also gave the truck a little more power and better gas mileage if
your spider injector is bad I highly recommend you spend the extra money and buy this updated
spider injection instead of the old style replacement Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New.
Cured my 2 dead cylinders Great up date for your engine comes with gaskets and new hold
down. Best Selling in Fuel Injectors. Bosch Fuel Injector 4. Save on Fuel Injectors Trending
price is based on prices over last 90 days. You may also like. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Showing of 37 questions. Sort by Most Helpful
first Newest first. I purchased and installed this item. It starts and idles fine but the motor stalls
after you rev the engine or slow down to stop or turn. Any help? Fuel pump? I had a car doing
the same thing this last week. Would idle fine but when giving it gas it would stumble all over
the place. Failed to get answers. Will this part fit a 5. You can even reuse the stock bracket. Be
sure to put some motor oil on the fuel lines, when inserting them into the new unit. You can
damage the orings and have sealing issues Is this acdelco a scpi to mfi as the description only
says it's an acdelco gm original equipment central port fuel injector cpi? The original has the
injector bodies in the central unit and poppets at the end of the hoses. This unit is the updated
version with injectors at the end of the hoses. Basically, yes to your question. Shipping to
California?? Answer this question. Are the fuel inlet line o rings installed down in the fuel
metering body? In other words, Do I have to put any o rings on the metal fuel inlet lines? Will
this acdelco work for a chevy express van? It will if it has a vortec 5. Is this acdelco the same as
gm part delco ? Yes, but does not come with plenum gasket or bracket. Will this also fit a gmc
sierra 5. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought
this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. The fuel injector atomizes the fuel with the air entering the engine cylinder to form a
combustible mixture. This fuel injector kit has been manufactured to fit your GM vehicle,
providing the same performance, durability, and service life you expect from General Motors.
Fuel injector type - Multiport. Our portfolio includes: fuel injectors, control modules, mass air
flow sensors, oxygen sensors, exhaust gas recirculation valves, manifold absolute pressure
sensors, throttle position sensors, idle air control valves, and secondary air injection reaction
components. Effective on parts purchased April 1, , and later to the original retail purchaser.
Contact seller for limited warranty part details, qualifications, and possible labor coverage. Skip
to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 10
hrs and 43 mins Details. Only 14 left in stock more on the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction.
Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from

Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of
purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No
additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon
in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the
manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts
purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon.
Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the ACDelco Store. This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the
other. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product
guides and documents Warranty [PDF ]. From the manufacturer. Customers who bought this
item also bought. Delphi CE Ignition Coil. Delphi DC Distributor Cap. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I'm an ASE master certified mechanic, I
knew my stock spiders were having issues. My trucks a 1 ton 4x4 Silverado 5. Truck sat for
many years and never ran great, poor throttle response, ZERO low end power, poor
acceleration, hard starting, rough idle, took me about an hour an a half to install, feels like a
completely different truck. Runs better than most 5. Worth every penny. Make sure you lube that
oring and leave the spider assembly loose or you'll never get the intake all the way down, it's a
tight fit, if you try pulling it down with the intake bolts you'll end up cracking the intake
manifold. Just gently work it down and use alot of lube syl-gylde, motor oil, petroleum jelly and
you'll be all set. No need to remove the upper radiator hose, makes it a bit more difficult but it's
not necessary. By don59sox on September 20, Images in this review. Installed this in my 98
Silverado 5. I noticed no appreciable difference in performance like others had reported. Also
one of the injectors I had a miserable time clipping in, but after about 30 minutes and some
modifications it fit. Just lowered from 3 star to 2 star, truck has developed a fuel pressure bleed
off problem. After shutting the truck down fuel is leaking slowly under the intake causing a hard
start after sitting for a short period. Unless you have a known issue with your old spider
assembly, save your money, I wish I would have. I replaced the old, original spider injection set
up with this one, in a Chevy Express. The fuel lines spider legs are pretty stiff, so make sure the
unit is warm and the legs pliable, before you try to seat the upper intake plenum over the spider.
The engine runs so much better with this new injector set up. I had the CSFI which caused the 5.
Was worth every penny and the time it took to do the upgrade. But I am a shade tree mechanic
at best so someone with more skill could probably run thru it in about half the time. I could not
believe the difference. At idle the engine run so smooth you can barely tell its running. I feel like
I driving a brand new truck. Its not like the original where the injector lines snap into the intake
holes. The new injector has green plastic sleeves that cover the injectors and they do not snap
into the intake manifold. You have to push to make sure the plastic sleeves are all the way in as
far as they can go but there is not real snap or feel to it. I just made sure they sleeves were
barely showing or not at all showing. The wires and the clip have to be adjusted a bit so they
dont impede each other because they are in such close proximity to each other. Also, the lines
themselves are not very flexible so I had to work the lines with great care to get them to route
properly. I've had this in my truck for nearly a year, and it has corrected several issues with the
fuel injection system on my truck. It was worse especially after it had been recently run. Once
the fuel pressure bled out of the line overnight and evaporated in the intake, it would start
easily, but other than that it was becoming a real pain. I figured the truck always ran, so I drove
it for a couple years like that. It even burned up a starter at one point which isn't uncommon in
an old truck anyways, but I'd bet it would still be working if this wasn't the case. After
installation, the truck has been easy to start, a very short crank every time. I was getting
intermittent check engine lights, now it is much less common I have a problem with the heated
ones in the winter If you have a Vortec , or possibly another CSFI engine with the spider
assembly, I would highly suggest you bite the bullet and spend the money and time on this
upgrade. It is apparent that GM had a great idea with the fuel injection system, but the design
had some flaws. The new kit corrects that and makes the truck feel like it runs much smoother,

is more reliable, and even a bit more powerful. Look up installation procedures on YouTube for
help but you don't need to unbolt the AC compressor, at least I didn't. I worked around it
because I didn't feel like messing with the AC and it went ok Good luck! I had a code P that I
ruled out being a spark plug, wire, intake, etc.. The old spider injector was completely carbon
and fuel clogged. I was surprised it was running at all. If you are having fuel delivery problems, I
highly recommend this part. Don't spend the extra money for the Delphi either. This is an AC
Delco part, but the injectors are Delphi! See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. OEM
quality. I can say that my truck runs better in every way. Easier starting, better throttle
response, more power, and improved fuel economy. GM designed this piece as an upgrade to
the older, failure prone poppet valve CFSI design and it's well worth it. Keep in mind that
replacing this is not a job for beginners. It will take a decent set of hand tools, and some
auto-repair experience. TIP: You can do this without pulling your distributor like some guides
and video suggest. Leave it in or you'll have to re-time the distributor which is a real PITA in
these trucks without a Tech2 scan tool or similar. The standard motor Products J from amazon
can be purchased for quite a bit less money but comes with just the injector with no bracket or
gaskets. It was a good weekend project to complete and the truck runs awesome with these
injectors. Well worth the time and money. I have a 99 Tahoe I'm now considering doing this
upgrade too as well. Was losing fuel pressure once key off and hose clamped at rear so that
eliminated my check valve n told me it was up front in the intake somewhere, replaced spider
unit with this after seeing 2 leaking injectors and it worked perfect for me. Noticeable upgrade in
quality of part and performance of the truck. Hope this helps! Report abuse. This is the perfect
upgrade for you vortec spider injection system. Very pleased with this item. Pages with related
products. See and di
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Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Currently, item can be shipped
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